
Docking station 5x HDD 3,5 / 2,5" Orico SATA with duplicator Ref: 6936761850933
Docking station 5x HDD 3,5 / 2,5" Orico SATA with duplicator

Hard disk docking station 
The  docking  station  is  compatible  with  all  types  of  SATA 2.5  and  3.5  inch  SATA drives.  Installation  is  done  on  a  Plug&Play  basis.  The
built-in cloning module allows you to duplicate hard drives without connecting it to your computer. The applied Chip JMS567 + JMB391
allows for data transmission up to 5 Gbps. Built-in blue LED informs about the current status of the device.
 
Hassle-free operation
You no longer have to search for your computer every time to transport your files. The practical docking station supports the duplicator
function. This allows you to transfer data between devices quickly and conveniently. So you're sure to save a lot of time. Just turn on the
power, insert the source and destination drives, and press the clone mode button. The station will automatically take care of the rest.
 
Built for great things
The Orico drive is capable of reading multiple drives simultaneously when connected. It supports up to 10TB of a single drive, allowing
you to greatly expand the capacity of your computer. In addition, the product has compatibility with Windows, Mac and Linux operating
systems and SATA HDDs. Create your own mobile database to store a wide range of photos and videos.
 
External movie library
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Functional equipment will come in handy for professional users, movie lovers and beginner photographers. Moreover, it can accompany
you on vacation, at home and at work. You can connect the duplicator to smart TV, HD player, Tmall box and other multimedia devices to
get smooth playback and enjoy movies on the big screen.
 
Model
6558US3-C-EU-BK
Interface
USB 3.0 Type B
Compatible drives 
SATA HDD / SSD 2.5/3.5 cala 
Supported capacity  
10TB single drive / 50TB five drive
Notifications  
Built-in LED
Software / Installation
Controllers are not required / Plug&Play
Data transfer rate
to 5 Gb/s
Operating systems 
Windows / Mac / Linux
Dimensions
212 x 204 x 114mm
Included 
Power supply 12V/6.5A 

Preço:

Antes: € 120.9951

Agora: € 112.00

Acessórios para computadores, Docking Stations
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